
Exploration Group Trip to National Taiwan Museum   
at Railway Department Park 
Wednesday, March 23, 2022 

! ! !  

Located in the heart of Taipei, near the Taipei Main station and the North Gate is a building of 
significant historic significance. The impressive building we see today was designed by the famous 
Japanese architect Moriyama Matsunosuke, whose designs are well known in Taiwan and include the 
Presidential Office building.  

After the war, this remained the center of Taiwan’s railway management, until 1989 when it was 
moved to the Taipei Main station.  The site fell into disrepair until it’s historical significance and 
unique designs were recognized and a major renovation project was begun. The building has been 
restored to its former grandeur with original wood staircases, large windows and European moldings 
and columns. Please check the link below to get more information. 
https://taiwan-scene.com/straight-tracks-winding-historyhop-a-train-to-taipeis-railway-department-
park/ 

We will tour this building and the complex of eight historically significant buildings with a 
professional tour guide.  There is an exhibit of Taiwan railway history, and, which demonstrates the 
significance of the railway in the economic development of Taiwan in the twentieth century.  

Our tour will begin at the main entrance to the museum at 10::00, we will tour the building and 
surrounding complex with experienced guides, then have time to explore the railway exhibition.  
Across from the museum is the Taipei North Gate, for those who have not visited it before, this is a 
good opportunity to see the last remaining city gate. 

Not far from the Railway Museum is the Astoria Cafe, the original Taiwan coffee shop with a history 
back to the 1950’s.  For those who would like to enjoy lunch at Astoria, we can take shared taxi’s to the 
restaurant and sample the delicious western menu. 

A. Cost for the tour is NT$100, but for those members over 65, the cost is free. 
B. Lunch cost: $700 set menu, $500 à la carte. 

Address for the museum is:  
No. 2, Sec. 1, Yanping N. Rd., Datong Dist., Taipei. 
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Address for Astoria Cafe is:  
No. 5, Sec. 1, Wuchang St., Zhongzheng Dist., Taipei.  
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Please confirm your participation before Friday, March 18  and whether you will stay 
for lunch.  For those who will join us for lunch, please confirm your choice of main 
course. 

https://taiwan-scene.com/straight-tracks-winding-historyhop-a-train-to-taipeis-railway-department-park/


1. Traditional Beef Borscht (with beef chunks) 
2. Boneless chicken thigh 
3. Baked wraps filled with cheese, vegetables and meat strips  

(chicken/smoked salmon/vegetarian wild mushrooms) 
4. Vegetarian linguine with assorted vegetables and truffles sauce. 

Weather will not impact this tour, the building is air conditioned, elevators are available for those who 
need them.  We suggest comfortable walking shoes as we will explore the outdoor spaces as well. 

Please do not hesitate to ask if you have any questions. 

Regards, 
Carol, Olivia and Alison 
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